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1 First steps 

 

1.1 Installation 

The Advanced Omnibus Driver can be downloaded on our homepage 

http://aod-omsi.de. Just click on our homepage on the menu point  

„Downloads“ and afterwards on the link „Software Download“. 

It is necessary, that Java (if possible in the current version) is installed on the 

computer. The download for the latest version of Java can be found here: 

https://www.java.com/de/download/ 

If Java is installed, you can run the setup and install the Advanced Omnibus 

Driver. If Java is not or not correctly installed, you are prompted by the setup 

program to install it. After installation, you can use the Advanced Omnibus  

Driver. 

Important: The Advanced Omnibus Driver needs read and write permissions 

to the OMSI folder, because of that it is required to run it as administrator! The 

best way to make this is by configuring this in Windows (right-click on the de-

sktop icon, then click on properties, open the compatibility tab and put the 

check in run the program as an administrator). 

 

1.2 Setup 

At the first start you have to specify your OMSI path. If OMSI is installed in the 

default path (C:\Program Files (x86)\Steam\steamapps\common\OMSI 2) you 

don’t have to change anything. You can also select the desired language by 

clicking on a flag on top of the form. 

The difficulty of the career mode determines how hard the test rides are and 

how much money is earned per trip. We recommend the normal difficulty. 

After that click on Confirm settings and continue. 

http://aod-omsi.de/
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1.3 Liste of the ignored maps 

Next you get in a form, where you can select all installed maps, which don’t 

work on your computer or which you don’t like to ignore them in the software. 

You can also ignore individual lines of a map. Therefore you choose in the box 

on the right top a map and after that in the box below the line, which should be 

ignored. AI lines are ignored automatically and hence not in the list.  

When you are ready, click on Ignore all selected maps from now on. 

 

1.4 Liste of the ignored busses 

Now you see a very simular form, with the difference, that you can choose 

busses, which don’t work, instead of map. On the right side oft the form you 

can ignore individual bus models, with the same principle as before (for 

example the buses with manual gear, if you only want to drive automatic bu-

ses).  

Now it is important to select all AI buses, if you have installed some (e.g. 

HH109_Stadtbus_HHA_AI), so you won’t get assigned these. 

When you have setup all, click on Ignore all selected buses from now on. 

 

1.5 Automatic updater 

Now the updater appears, which downloads the necessary Plug-in. After this 

process the software has to be restarted. By  the way, the updater opens au-

tomatically when a new version oft he software is available. 

 

1.6 Registration 

After restarting the software, you see the registration form. For using the soft-

ware, you need an account. Just enter your e-mail adress and your desired 

password in the respective fields or click on Register. Your account will be 

created and you get logged in automatically. Now the main menu opens. 
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2 Function overview 

 

2.1 User name 

On you first login you should change your username. Therefore just enter the 

desired username in the appropriate field and click on the button Change. 

 

2.2 Links 

In the main menu you can find several links in the menu bar. Here you can get 

in contact with us, write wishes and feedback in our forum, make support re-

quests, donate and see statistics about the usage of the maps and buses. 

 

2.3 Singleplayer 

In the Singleplayer mode you can either begin a new game or continue a saved 

game. If you start a new game, you have to choose a game mode. 

 

Here is a description of all game modes: 

2.3.1 Career mode 

First, you need to apply for a map and pass the test drive, then you can work 

on this map. For each ride you'll earn a salary that varies depending on the 

map. With that money you can buy some new lines and buses or apply for a 
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new map. If you want, you can also use your own purchased bus, but then you 

have to pay the fuel yourself.  

You can find a detailed description of all functions of the career mode in chap-

ter 3. 

 

2.3.2 Single task 

Choose all maps and busses you want to play at the moment. Afterwards you 

will get a contract from one of the chosen maps, which you have to play. After 

completion you can request a new contract (starting from the place, where you 

are at that moment). 

 

2.3.3 Shift schedule 

Choose all maps and busses you want to play at the moment and enter how 

long you want to play. Afterwards you will receive a random generated shift 

schedule for one of the chosen maps (which mostly consists of serveral trips), 

which you have to play. 

 

2.3.4 Free play 

Play OMSI normally without task, just with the extra Advanced Omnibus Driver 

features. 

 

2.3.5 Continue game  

You can also interrupt you shift and continue later. Doing this you have to pay 

attention to close OMSI only at the end of a tour, after the schedule evaluation 

appeared. 

To close the game properly, you don’t have to mind anything else. You can 

close OMSI and the Advanced Omnibus Driver normally. 

You can find a detail description in chapter 3. 
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2.4 Rankings 

In the singleplayer main form there is the button Rankings. You get points for 

every completed trip with the Advanced Omnibus Driver. In the rankings, you 

can find the usernames of the players, who have the most points at a respec-

tive map. Additionally there is an overview with the players, who have earned 

the most points in the career mode. To be able to compare yourself with other 

players, you also see your own rank. 

 

2.5 Add-on Manager 

The Advanced Omnibus Driver has an integrated Add-on Manager, which sim-

plifies the installation of new maps and buses. In the main form of the Single-

player you have an overview with all maps and buses, which you have installed 

with the Add-on Manager. Green marked add-ons are up-to-date, but for yel-

low marked add-ons an update is availabe, which should be installed.  

When you want to install a new add-on, you first see an overview with all 

availabe add-ons (the green marked add-ons are already installed). By clicking 

on an add-on, you see a description of the add-on. Furthermore you can see 

how other players rated the add-on (average rating in percent as well as com-

ments from other players).  

 

Once you have chosen an add-on and clicked on Install, the Advanced Omni-

bus Driver checks, which additional add-ons are required. If you haven’t got all 

of them a new form will appear, where you see all required add-ons. You al-

ready have the green marked ones and you can install the others automatically 
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by choosing them and clicking on Install. After installing all required add-ons 

you can click on Continue. 

Now you can see the installation form. There is a step by step tutorial about 

the installation. You first have to download the file by clicking on Open down-

load page. Then a browser window will appear, where you can download the 

respective add-on. We were not always allowed to link a download link directly, 

so you see a description (on the right side of the form) on how to find the 

downloadbutton on the linked page. 

 

After downloading the add-on, you have to select the path to the downloaded 

file. You can do that by entering the path manually or with the Windows Explo-

rer (Button „…“). 

In the next step you have to decide, whether already existing files in the OMSI 

path should be overwritten (if files already exist). 

Finally, you only have to click on Install and the add-on will be installed auto-

matically.  

The add-ons, which where installed with the Advanced Omnibus Driver, can 

also be uninstalled. Therefore you have to go in the form, where all add-ons 

are listed, select the desired add-on and click on uninstall. All files, which were 

added by the installation will be deleted now.  
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2.6 Settings 

In the main menu you can open the settings by clicking on the button Settings. 

There you can change the language and adjust the list of the ignored maps 

and buses. 

 

2.7 Account management / License 

Here you can see the status of your license (whether you have a lifetime li-

cense or when your license will expire). If you haven’t got a lifetime license yet, 

you can either buy one or expand your license by completing free offers in the 

AOD Android App (like downloading apps). If you have received a code from 

us, you can enter it here. 

Additionally you can change your password here. 
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3 The career mode 

 

Here you can find more details about the career mode.  

 

 

3.1 Beginning 

At the beginning of the career mode, you have to apply at a new company. 

Before you get employed you have to pass a test drive successfully. If you’re 

not successfull you can either try it again or apply at another company. Every 

company has different demands on employees.  

Every company has a different salary bonus. If you want to earn much money, 

you can choose the company by the salary bonus. 
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3.2 Work for a company 

After passing a test drive, you can work for this company. You get one or two 

lines (depends on the map). When you drive a shift, you get a schedule which 

includes the assigned lines. You get several schedules to choose from. 

 

You can choose the one you like most. After finishing a shift successfully you 

get a salary fort he shift. It depends on the duration and your service. 

 

3.3 Apply for a new line 

As soon as you have earned enough money, you can apply for a new line on 

the map. Before it gets unlocked, you have to pass a test drive again. Each 

attempt costs money, so give your best! 

Before the test drive, you can see how many percent you have to reach to pass 

the drive and how much it costs. If you pass the test drive, the line will be added 

to your existing lines and can appear in shift schedules. 
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3.4 Buy new busses 

Normally you get a bus from the company, but if you want to drive a specific 

bus, there is the possibility to buy your own one and drive with it. After buying 

a bus you can choose before a shift which bus you want to drive with. If you 

drive with your own bus, you have to pay the fuel costs.  

 

3.5 Work for several companies 

You can also work for several companies. When you have enough money, you 

can apply at a new company. If you work for several companies you can 

choose before every shift for which company you want to drive. 

 

3.6 Special operations 

It is possible that you have to help out for an ill colleague at another company. 

You can decide if you want to help or not. You haven’t got any disadvantages 

if you reject, but it’s more diversified. 

 

3.7 Activation 

The career mode isn’t available for free. It can be bought in the form Account 

management. After buying, the game mode is unlocked forever. 

You can find more information about the purchases in chapter 2.7. 
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4 Play OMSI with the AOD 

 

4.1 Start a new game 

To start a new game, you just have to click on the game mode you want to 

play. If you have chosen single task, shift schedule or free game, a new form 

opens where you can choose your desired maps and buses:  

 

Additionally you can choose whether you want to play at a specific time or at 

a random time. In the gamemode shift schedule you can also enter how long 

the shift should be.  

After setting up everything, you can click on Next. 
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Now you see the settings form: 

 

On the right side you can see a description of your tour. Now you can choose 

how many minutes before departure time you want to start (the software auto-

matically sets the right time in OMSI). Afterwards you have to check if the right 

entry point is selected. 

Also check whether the right Hof-file is chosen. If a wrong one is selected, 

choose the right one from the list. If you want to use a special Hof-file, which 

isn’t shown in the list, you can choose it by clicking on the button next to the 

selection („…“). By the way, you don’t have to make sure if the hof-file is in the 

right bus path – the Advanced Omnibus Driver checks this automatically. 

In this form you can also change the desired repaint, license plate and weat-

her. 

After you have setup everything, click on Next. The software prepares every-

thing now and starts OMSI automatically. Additionally a new form opens, which 

must be opened while playing. Dont’t close it, before you have closed OMSI! 

 

4.2 What you have to do in OMSI 

After OMSI has started, you can see a new bar on the top right. You just have 

to click on „Start!“ in the main menu. The Advanced Omnibus Driver has al-

ready set up everything correctly and generated a fitting situation with the right 

bus, at the chosen entry point with the set time. 
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You can directly start your tour. After reaching the destination and the OMSI 

timetable evaluation appeared, you can click on the button „Finish tour“ in the 

bar. Now you get a detailed evaluation about your tour and your points.  

 

Special hint, if you drive a shift schedule 

If you drive a shift schedule, you first have to drive the complete schedule (all 

tours), before you click on „Finish tour“. Otherwise the shift will be canceled. 

Additionally you have to change the timetable in OMSI, after reaching your first 

destination. You cann see you tours in the AOD bar, by clicking on „Informa-

tions“ -> „See schedule“. 

 

4.3 More functions of the AOD Plugin-in 

The additional AOD info bar has many more features. You can see the time, 

speed and the number of passengers. After setting up the IBIS you can also 

see the next stop and the destination stop. 

A stop request can also be seen in the bar: If a passenger presses the stop 

request button, the bar gets yellow and „Stop request“ is added. 

When you crash into a vehicle or an object, the info bar gets red and the word 

„Accident“ is added. So you can notice every accident. 

In addition to the info bar there are 4 buttons.  

 

4.3.1 Complete trip 

After reaching your destination stop, you can click here to get a detailed eva-

luation. In the career mode you finish the test drive, by clicking there.  
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4.3.2 Fade out 

With this button you can fade out the info bar. A new button appears, with this 

you can fade in the info bar. 

 

4.3.3 Settings 

By clicking on this button a new menu appears, where you can change some 

settings. You can adjust the transparency of the info bar, set the refresh rate 

and the position of the info bar. Additionally, you can replace the „AOD fade-

in“ button by a small, discreetly button on the top left oft he screen. 

 

4.3.4 Informations 

Here you can see several useful informations. You can see your actual time-

table (can be moved to another monitor), the IBIS codes oft he map listed in a 

table and your acutal assignment. 
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5 Android App 

 

There is an Advanced Omnibus Driver App in the Google Play Store. This app 

can be used optionally and improves the gaming experience. 

 

5.1 Functions 

In the main menu, you can see all important informations. Additionally, you can 

open the doors. 

 

You can also control the IBIS and sell tickets with the app. 
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5.2 Connection of the app with OMSI 

After starting OMSI with the AOD software, you can connect the app with 

OMSI. In the connection menu you can enter your IP adress and press on the 

red button. Alternatively you can click on the blue symbol and the app searched 

automatically for the correct IP adress.  

It is necessary, that the phone and the PC are in the same network. So the 

app must be connected to WLAN and the PC to WLAN or LAN. 

If the connection is anyway not successfull, there are several solutions: 

- Disable firewall or add exception 

- Disable anti-virus program or add exception 

- Unlock port 2502 at the router 

 

5.3 Android Wear App 

When the smartphone is connected with OMSI, you can additionally start the 

AOD Android Wear Smartwatch app. There you can see the OMSI time on 

your real watch and the watch vibrates at a new stop request. 
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5.4 Earn AOD coins with the app 

The AOD app has the possibility to earn AOD coins by completing free offers. 

With these you can unlock the upgrades in the software. You can also earn 

some AOD coins with the app for free and buy some AOD coins; so you get 

the upgrades cheaper. 


